
Firefly ShredderGuard™

Fire protection solution for shredders in the recycling industry



Why protect a shredder
Every year, fires occur in numerous shredders worldwide. 
Frequent �res in shredders often result in production down-
time and loss of revenue. Regardless if you shred waste, paper or 
other material, a �re in your shredder can occur due to several 
reasons: for example friction, bearing failure or foreign objects 
(stones, metal pieces, etc.). 
A �re in a shredder can spread very quickly. Therefore, a fast 
acting �re protection system that also can withstand the tough 
conditions in and around a shredder is required. 
Until today, no one has succeeded to equal the performance and 
reliability of Fire�y’s products and solutions. Fire�y Shredder-
Guard™ is the company’s solution to prevent �res in shredders 
within the recycling industry.

“Unfortunately, fires in shredders 
are unavoidable. As a worldwide 
leading manufacturer of  shredders, 
we want to spare our customers 
this costly problem. After extensive 
comparison tests and research 
aimed at solving this problem, we 
have decided to equip our shredders 
with the Firefly ShredderGuard™ 
solution.” 

Timo Lichtenthäler, 
Project leader, Vecoplan AG



Firefl y ShredderGuard™  solution
The focus of the Firefl y ShredderGuard™ solution is to 
detect and extinguish a fi re in a shredder as quickly as possible.
 This is why a Firefl y safety system always consists of three main 
integrated functionalities: detection, extinguishing and control. 

By integrating di� erent techniques into one solution, Firefl y pro-
vides optimal safety for the protection of shredders:

Firefl y Flame detectors
Fast-acting fl ame detectors, highly immune to external 
disturbances and designed to withstand tough industrial 
environments.

Patented True IR detectors
Insensitive to daylight. Detecting fl ames as well as sparks and 
hot particles from the right ignition temperature and energy.

Full-cone water spray extinguishing
Powerful extinguishing with a unique nozzle design and
placement aimed to penetrate and cover the entire material fl ow. 
Activated within milliseconds after detection.

Water mist suppression
Installed over the conveyor belt. Can be provided as add-on 
to the system.



About Firefly
Firefly is a Swedish company that provides industrial fire prevention and protection systems to the process industry 
worldwide. Since 1973, Firefly has specialized in creating customized system solutions of  the highest technical stand-
ards and quality. Based on customer needs and research, Firefly has developed and patented products and solutions, 
creating a unique portfolio of  innovative products and system solutions to increase the level of  safety.

The Firefly quality management system is certified according to ISO 9001 and EN ISO/IEC 80079-34.   
Firefly’s products hold national and international third party certifications through FM, VdS, CSA,  DNV-GL, LCIE 
Bureau Veritas, Delta and RISE among others. 

For more information on our certifications and approvals, 
please visit: www.firefly.se/en/company/approvals

Do you have questions about fire and explosion risks?  
Our fire preventive experts will be happy to share our knowledge and experience.

Firefly – Keeps you in production
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